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Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee,
My name is Robert Reich. I’m the Carmel P. Friesen Professor of Public Policy, at the
Goldman School of Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley.
Last week’s consumer price index report shows annual inflation in the United States still
roaring at 8.3 percent annually 1 -- the worst breakout of inflation since the 1980s.
In response, the Fed has raised interest rates from near zero in March to over 3 percent
this week and has signaled it will keep raising rates until inflation is under control.
I believe this strategy is a mistake. It assumes the current inflation is being driven by
wage hikes and a tight labor market. But the underlying problem is not wage-price
inflation. It is profit-price inflation.
The Fed’s rate hikes are hurting average working Americans whose real wages are
already falling. Congress should consider alternative ways to control inflation that focus
on corporate profits rather than jobs and wages.
1. What’s causing the current inflation?
Inflation is not being driven by the usual suspects:
Don’t blame raw materials. The prices of commodities – wheat, natural gas, oil, and
metals -- are falling. 2 That’s partly because of a global slowdown, particularly in China,
that is reducing worldwide demand.
Don’t blame intermediate goods. Last Wednesday’s Bureau of Labor Statistics report on
producer prices was fairly encouraging. 3 Even the prices of semiconductors and
electronic components are slowing. 4
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Don’t blame inflationary expectations. Last week’s New York Fed survey of inflationary
expectations 5 was very positive. Expectations of continuing inflation have declined
across the board.
And – importantly -- it’s not wages.
Jerome Powell worries that “the labor market is extremely tight,” 6 and to “an unhealthy
level.” 7 Some economists claim that inflation is “grounded in a red hot labor market.” 8
With due respect, this analysis is wrong. Although pay is still climbing, wage hikes have
not kept up with inflation. This means most workers’ paychecks are shrinking, in terms
of purchasing power. So rather than contributing to inflation, wages are reducing
inflationary pressures.
As the accompanying graph A shows, inflation-adjusted earnings have plunged. 9
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Graph A
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2. The underlying problem is profit-price inflation
What’s a major reason prices are rising? Corporations are increasing their profit
margins.
In the second quarter of this year, U.S. companies raked in profits that were
the highest on record or close to levels not seen in over half a century. As a
share of GDP, U.S. corporate profits in the second quarter rose to 12.25%,
their highest levels since 1950. (See graph B, below)
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Graph B

Notably, corporate profit margins – over and above costs – continue to grow. (See chart
C, below.)
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Chart C

The labor market is not “unhealthily” tight, as Jerome Powell asserts. Corporations are
unhealthily powerful.
In a normally competitive market, corporations would keep their prices down to prevent
competitors from grabbing away customers. As the White House National Economic
Council put it in a December report: “Businesses that face meaningful competition can’t
[raise profit margins], because they would lose business to a competitor that did not
hike its margins.” 10

https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/blog/2021/12/10/recent-data-show-dominant-meat-processingcompanies-are-taking-advantage-of-market-power-to-raise-prices-and-grow-profit-margins/
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The underlying problem is that large American corporations have so much market
power they can raise profit margins – and prices -- with impunity.
Since the 1980s, two-thirds of all American industries have become more
concentrated. 11 This concentration gives corporations the power to raise prices because
it makes it easy for them to coordinate price increases with the handful of other
companies in their same industry, without risking the possibility of losing customers,
who have no other choice.
For example, Monsanto now sets the prices for most of the nation’s seed corn. Wall
Street has consolidated into five giant banks. Airlines have merged from 12 carriers in
1980 to four today, which now control 80 percent of domestic seating capacity. The
merger of Boeing and McDonnell Douglas has left the US with just one large producer of
civilian aircraft — Boeing. Three giant cable companies dominate broadband: Comcast,
AT&T and Verizon. A handful of drug companies control the pharmaceutical industry.
Two giant firms dominate consumer staples. A handful of national retailers and food
outlets dominate local markets. And so on.
Such concentration makes it easy for corporations to raise their prices beyond what is
required to offset rising input costs. More than half of the companies surveyed by the
business services reviews website Digital.com reported raising prices beyond what was
required to offset rising costs. 12
As The New York Times pointed out, “corporate executives have spent recent earnings
calls [with Wall Street analysts] bragging about their newfound power to raise prices,
often predicting that it will last.” 13
3. Examples from specific sectors
Take a closer look at specific sectors and you’ll see profit-price inflation in action:

https://hbr.org/2018/03/is-lack-of-competition-strangling-the-u-s-economy
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Grocery prices are through the roof largely because just 4 companies – ArcherDaniels-Midland, Bunge, Cargill, and Louis Dreyfus, known collectively as ABCD –
control an estimated 70 to 90 percent of the global grain trade, 14 making grain
markets are even more concentrated than energy markets. All have raised their prices
and gained record profits. Last year was Cargill’s most profitable year in its history, with
almost $5 billion in net income. 15
At the same time, just 4 companies control up to 85 percent of meat and poultry
processing. 16 They too have raised prices above costs. Tyson’s net income soared 47
percent, while it spent $700 million in shareholder buybacks. 17
Consumer packaged goods conglomerates -- such as Coca-Cola, Hershey’s,
PepsiCo, and Mondelez – are also highly concentrated. And they too are raising prices
and reporting record earnings. 18 Coca-Cola has credited its increased net operating
revenues to price hikes. Procter and Gamble has boasted of the “biggest annual sales
increase in 16 years” with its net earnings soaring to $14.7 billion following price hikes
on all of its products. It has paid out over $19 billion to shareholders. 19
Shipping conglomerates are expected to top last year’s profits by over 73 percent or
$256 billion. 20 Here again, it’s because they have the power to raise prices. 80 percent of
global merchandise is moved through the Big 3 shipping alliances. You can see a similar
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pattern in freight railroads. Over the last six years, the five largest railroad freight lines
have increased their operating margins by over a third. 21
The ten largest U.S. retailers – all enjoying significant market power – have raised
consumer prices while collectively reporting $24.6 billion in increased profits during the
last two fiscal years. These same companies also ramped up stock buybacks by nearly
$45 billion year-over-year for a total of $79.1 billion. 22
Gas prices are finally declining. 23 But they’re still high, and major oil companies
continued to have enough pricing power to gain a whopping $46 billion in earnings in
the second quarter of this year. 24
It would be one thing if these corporations were investing their profits in additional
capacity. At least this would reduce future inflationary pressures. But they have been
using their profits to buy back their own shares of stock. This may be good for
shareholders -- buybacks reduce a company's shares outstanding, raising its profits-pershare -- but it does nothing for the economy.
There is a direct historic analogy. At the end of World War II, when the United States
attempted to shift back from war production to civilian production, it experienced
bottlenecks similar to those caused by the pandemic. Then, as now, consumers had high
pent-up demand for all sorts of products and services. Then, as now, large corporations
with market power took advantage of limited supplies and soaring demand to increase
their prices and enjoy windfall profits. Then, as now, inflation soared.

https://www-wired-com.cdn.ampproject.org/c/s/www.wired.com/story/a-us-freight-rail-crisis-threatens-moresupply-chain-chaos/amp
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4. The Fed’s rate hikes are aimed at the wrong culprit
The Fed is using the only tool it possesses to fight inflation – interest rate hikes -- to do
the one thing it has done in the past to fight inflation – slow the economy so real wages
drop and unemployment rises. But when inflation is being driven by corporate pricing
power, the major consequence of Fed interest rate hikes is to further depress wages and
limit jobs.
Rate hikes eventually diminish corporate profits because consumers have less money to
spend on goods and services. But by then, average working people will have taken it on
the chin. As the economy cools due to interest rate hikes, they are less likely to get wage
increases that keep up with inflation. In consequence, they will fall further behind. As
the economy slows and unemployment rises, average working people and the working
poor will be the first to be fired and the last to be hired.
On August 26, Powell said the Fed must continue to raise interest rates, even though it
will “bring some pain” to households. 25 How much pain? Researchers at the
International Monetary fund estimate that unemployment may need to reach 7.5
percent -- double its current level -- to end the country's outbreak of high inflation. This
would entail job losses of about 6 million people. 26
Who will bear this pain? Not corporate executives, not Wall Street, not the wealthy and
not the upper-middle class. It will be borne by average working people.

https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/26/business/economy/jerome-powell-inflation.html?smid=nytcore-iosshare&referringSource=articleShare
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5. Better ways to stop profit-price inflation
In fairness to the Fed, it doesn’t have the tools it needs to prevent profit-price inflation.
The responsibility falls on Congress and the administration to take on corporate pricing
power directly through a windfall profits tax, bolder antitrust enforcement, and, if
necessary, price controls.
Congress and the Biden administration enacted a 1 percent tax on stock buybacks in the
recently enacted Inflation Reduction Act, along with a minimum corporate tax. These
measures are important, but they don’t go far enough. They still leave most of the
burden of fighting inflation on average working people and the poor.
A windfall profits tax would help. One way to structure it would be to place a
temporarily tax on any price increases that exceed the producer price index – that is, the
costs of producing consumer goods.
Congress could also direct the Federal Trade Commission to investigate whether prices
reasonably reflect additional costs or amount to opportunistic price-gouging. The FTC
already has the power to carry out such investigations and impose penalties under
existing law. 27
Bold antitrust enforcement is essential. Antitrust litigation is complex and time
consuming (I directed the policy planning staff at the Federal Trade Commission in the
Carter Administration and saw this firsthand). But the credible threat of aggressive
antitrust enforcement can deter corporations from raising prices higher than their costs.
Congress must appropriate sufficient funds for the Antitrust Division of the Justice
Department and the Bureau of Competition of the Federal Trade Commission to enable
both agencies to attack excessive corporate concentration, which continues to harm
workers and consumers.
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Price controls should be a backstop. Price controls have many disadvantages, in
terms of distorting markets and deterring investment. They worked well in World War
II, less well in the 1970s when they were half-baked and badly executed.
But as I’ve argued, the current inflation is most directly analogous to what occurred
immediately after World War II when supplies were still limited, pent-up demand had
soared, and corporations were making windfall profits. At that time and under those
circumstances, many of America’s most distinguished economists argued that price
controls on important goods should continue temporarily, in order to buy the time
necessary to overcome supply bottlenecks and prevent corporate profiteering. 28 They
should be considered now, for the same reasons.

Conclusion
Congress and the administration have the power to stop corporations from using their
market power to raise prices. It is far better that Congress and the administration take
direct against this sort of inflation than relying solely on the Federal Reserve to raise
interest rates to slow the economy and risk another recession – putting the entire
burden on fighting inflation on average working people, who are not responsible for it.
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